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Minimal Generalized interpolation Projections 
B. L. CHALM~KS AND F. T. METv.41.1 
The problem of finding projections of minimal norm from CIO. I] onto the 
&h degree polynomial subspace .4,,[0, I] has been investigated by numerou\ 
authors, most notably Cheney, Morris. and Price (see, for example [2. 3. 4, 6. 
7, 81). The complctc solution to this problem, cvcn in the quadratic case 
M 2, is unknown. It can be shown (see [I]), however, that among the 
minimal projections there is a .s~~n~tvir prqjection P,. , satisfying 
p,[fc.,l(.~, P,s[,f( I -.)I( 1 .Y), for all .Y F [O. l].,fr- C[O. I ]. 
In this paper we investigate a subclass of these projectionx. called 
gerwalixxl itztqmluting projcctiom (introduced in [4: Lemma 91). and 
determine explicitly the minimal symmetric generalized interpolating prqjec- 
tion in the quadratic case II 2. Two representations for the minimum norm 
are provided below, and computational procedures based on each are 
illustrated fol- the quadratic case. Most of the theory in Sections 1 and 2 
generalizes to arbitrary Haar subspaces of CIO, I]. 
Bounded prqjections from C[O, I] onto .Y,,[O, I] can be represented in the 
form 
where 9” ,.... Y’?! are independent bounded linear functionals on C[O, I], and 
I‘ 0 3.“) rIL E .Y,,LIO, 11 are determined from IpIl., ::- 6;, (Kronecker delta). i.e.. 
the -4”, and the I‘, form a biorthogonal system. 
DEFINITION. A getwvalized interpolating pmjwtiotl from C[O, I] onto 
.Y,,[O, I] is a projection which has at least one representation P .=~ x:’ (, -r/: ,_’ 
l’i in which the linear functionals 9” . . . . . Y,, have disjoint supports. 
Notation. In the sequel, gmeralizcd itzterpolatir7g prqjcctim will be abbre- 
viated to gi projection or gip. 
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The terminology gi projection is based on the interpolation property: 
Given arbitrary constants c, : X_ i Y; I (i m:- O,..., n), there exists an 
j’~ C[O, I], i ,f Ii _: 1, which interpolates ci at Y< (Y<,f’=- c,) for i ~~ 0 ,.... II. 
Then one also has that ff ,Y&, (Y7f) I‘, ~~ zy~,, ~a,(‘, is an element of 
-d,, , in the range of the unit ball of C[O, I], which interpolates the values c, at 
the Y< An immediate example of gi projections is given by the iutwpoluting 
proj~~cti0n.s. i.e., those projections generated by taking -r/: = (1,. _ point 
evaluation at .Y; , for i -~ 0 ,..., 17. 
:VOtP. The projection P =z xi’-;,, 9, 1.‘) 13; is invariant under an invertible 
linear transformation of the (n + I)-tuple 9’ (Y<) I..., Y,,). since. for 7’ a 
nonsingular (17 ~- I) Y (n I-- 1) matrix, one has 
P = ,Y$,r (UT) ;;;i (7’7” ‘), I‘ (r,, ,.... I.,,), 
where 7“ denotes transpose. Thus P I// “(, I’ is a gi projection if and only 
if there is an invertible transformation T such that the elements of Y’i/‘T are 
“&joint” linear functionals. 
From Cheney and Price [4; Lemma 91. one has the following fact. 
A second representation for the norm of a gi projection is given in the 
following statement, which is a simple consequence of Proposition I. 
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS FOR THE INFIMUM OF -rrn NORMS 
OF GENERALIZED INTERPOLATION PROJECTIONS 
In the previous section two characterizations were given for the norm of a 
gi projection. These will now be used to develop computationally useful 
characterizations for the infimum of the norms of gi projections (Theorems 2 
and 3). A major additional tool in this development is the following known 
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“quadrilture-formula” type result (see. e.g.. [5]). A short proof is given for 
the benefit of the reader. 
(a) If’ .Y i.s .signrd, their I/’ is .si~ppo~~tc~/ 011 110 1mw0 thii II I point.\ 
(cJ.YcKtll~ /I I points in1plic.c thr pnint.v NYJ the Tchc~b~rhc:ff poillt.s OII [O. I I). 
(h) If’ Y is positirr. thcrr Y cm hr ~qdrc~rd bJ$ motlw MWIII i c,.\-tcw.sio/l 
of’ %. I/’ . 1rYrid7 i.\ positirc m7ri .~~~ppmi 017 110 tmw th [(II 2):2] points. 
Pi.c~o/: (a) Suppose Y is signed and has no fewer than II I points in 
its sunport. Then Y’ y I implies that Y’ achieves its norm at 
hOme /? f’ . where ,I’ I I. Hut then Y’ must have all its mass concen- 
trated at thi points .Y, where /1(-u,) I. Since there arc at least /i I SLICll 
point\. /> mu\t be the ~th degree TchebycheR polynomial. and Y has ewctl! 
the /I I “Tchebychefr points.’ as its support. 
(hi Suppose -Y is positive and supported on more than II points. Then 
Y’ gi\e\ ribe to a positive measure /L on C’[O. I], and induces an inner product 
( /i .q) Jb,/j~ c/p. on C[O, I]. Let I’ [(/I 2)/Z!]. Let .Y, (i I . . . . . 1.1 be the 
roots 01 cj , . where c,,, . . . . . (1 ) arc the orthogonal polynomials ob~a~ncd l’rom 
I, .I-..... .Y’ by the Gram Schmidt orthogonalization process (\vith respect to 
the inner product (,)). Then the theory of orthogonal polynomials provides 
that thcrc exist positive numbers (I, (i 1 . . . . . r) such that (“/I x:’ / (I /J(.U,) 
for aI1 /J P,, . ‘Taking 1/‘” 1: , (I,(’ . one has (i) Y Y” on d,, : and 
(ii) ‘/ ” x:: , ((, 1. I 
.\(I/~‘. 111 the case of Theorem l(a). .Y’ a signed functional, if Y is sup- 
ported on II points. then at least one of the endpoints must be included in the 
support of Y. This follows upon notin g that an 17th degree polynomial of 
norm I on [O. I ] has at most 17 I extrema in the open interval (0, 1). 
To distinguish the functionals described in Theorem I, the terminology 
1~L~l~l-i IOh. A linear functional Y i- CX[O. I ] is .~inlultrrl7rous/~, ,crr/ixblc 
(.\I.) if it achieves its C*[O, I ] norm on the subspace -Y,,[O, I]. Further. if 
%’ I. Y’ will be said to be ~w~crli~d .w (IW). 
EX,\\IPI E. Consider the quadratic case II 2. Theorem l(a) then yields ;I 
complete characterization of signed nsr functionals. In fact, such a signed 
functional must have one of the forms 
In case (i), the quadratic with value 1 at 0 and minimum value -~ I at .Y yields 
Y (noting that i .Y 1 is required to yield a quadratic of norm I). 
Case (ii) is analogous. In case (iii), the quadratic with values I at 0 and I. and 
vat ue I at A yields -~ 1 Y’ . 
.Also in the case 17 2, Theorem I(b) states that Y* Ar,, j ( I 11) (‘,, 
for some 0 .Y j’ I,0 ‘A I. 
The following two theorems provide distinct characterizations for the 
infimum of the norms of gi projections. Each of these characterizations leads 
to a different numerical procedure for determining this infimum, as exempli- 
fied in Section 3. vvhere the quadratic case n 2 is discussed. 
TirrmtM 2. inf ( PKirl iiifi ~~ ,) I‘, ’ , )- , ~~Aelr thr .womi i/~fiti~~cn~ 
scingc~.r owr ull I’,, ,..., I’,, c .Y,( [0, I ] rrdjwtd so tht t/w cI’IINI basis fkwtiods 
Li,, .._,. _ri:, 5 P,,“[O, I](i.c~., $,,I., 6, ,) l7rrrY~ 1101’111 I 
Ploof: Given such /‘,, . . . . . I., E Y”,[O, I], it will be shown that 1 1: ,, I, , 
is the limit of norms of pi projections. According to Theorem I, extend each 
,g, to Y< 1::’ (, N,~c,,.~, , where I) di‘: /I ~~ C:‘_,, , ~7,~ --= 1. If there is overlap 
of support, let .Y:, =~m .Y,, : t;,, so that the supports of Yi’ 2,: r, LI;,(J, 1, are 
disjoint and in [0, I]. Consider r.,,‘,..., r.,,’ E.Y~~[O, I], where -ip’l,,’ $0 . 
Then P’ I:‘;,,Y, ‘Gr,’ is a generalized interpolating projection. By 
Proposition 1.1, P’ ~ := 1:’ ,, ! l‘,’ , , which approaches ,’ x:.’ (, I’, i 
a5 E,, > 0 (0 i,,j ; 17). 
On the other hand, if P xl’,, iu, :,.,J 13, where the -!L< have di\,joint 
sU]qx~rt~ ( Y’, 1). then P !’ -~~ ‘j x:I’_ ,) ” I’, ~, by Proposition 1. i 
Kctnal~X . Note that, in the first part of the proof of Theorem 2. if P 
z:’ 0 Y< 1 I’, , then it is not in general true that ~ P’ i -+ ,I P 1’ . Therefore. we 
cannot conclude that the infimum is attained. In the quadratic case. houcver, 
the infimum is attained (see Section 3j. 
Proo/: It will first be shown that 
inf Fir, = sup inf ,,$g,, il 1’ 11 - (t) 
2-,/l: 1 
where the second infimum is taken over all x, ,..., Y,, which are dis,joint 
functionals of norm I in C*[O, I], and such that, if 2J = -.F< ~,~,,t,,,,i then 
$1 1 E: call these functionals nsr (t) functionals. The theorem is 
obtained by letting E -+ 0, and observin g that subsequential limits of nsr(c) 
functionals are nsr functionals, and that on .+‘,,[O, I] the possible loss 01 
clisjointness in the limit has no effect on max ‘( p il ,~ .
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To show (t), note that any gi projection written as P c:’ ,j y, \I I‘, 
(with YC : -- I) has norm 
the equalities following from Propositions I.1 and 1.2, respectively. By the 
proof of Theorem I it follows that ;! C:.’ ,)’ 2, I‘, , is a limit of norms 
of gi projections with nsr (c) functionals. But 
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In this section, attention will be confined to the case II 2 and. in 
particular. to the computation of the infimum of the norms of all symmetric 
gi projections by use of the two different procedures inherent in Theorems 2 
and 3. As the computation will show, this infimum is actually attained by a 
gi projection. 
To facihtate the computation, and to reduce the number of parameters 
involved, the following lemmas are needed. 
(i) 4 x:p , N, if‘Ul% 0 or (72 ~- 0: 
(ii) 9’ 0, -’ (I? i cl:+ -~- 2 min{O, u3 ‘- UIu2(4LIr a,) ’ 1 if 
0 i’ a, , 0 <. i12 . (I;$ 0. 
(The remaining cases may be determined from (ii) by symmetry.) 
Proof: In case (i), : p sup @!I, over all p- in the unit ball of -@.,[O. I]. 
and is yielded by either pr I l,P, ~, (I 2x), or /J2 J [l 8x( .\- 1 )I. 
In case (ii), simple considerations shovv that ~FI- is largest if /I? is concave 
downward and achieves its norm (I) as a maximum vfalue. Let 
p,,,,(s) = I -~ p(s .~ O)Z, 0 p M 1 0)“. 0 H A3 
represent an arbitrary quadratic having these characteristic\. Then p 
SUP,,.,~P,~.~~  where 
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Hence, for each 8, p~,,~ is linear in p, and the extremum is achieved for 
either p m= 0 or p ~~ 2/(1 -- Qn. Thus one has 
The result follows upon differentiation of the expression in B, noting that the 
minimum occurs at 0 -= a,/(4a, + 2a,), and simplifying the resulting expres- 
sion I 
A symmetric projection can be written as P = Ci=;, FL & 11, . where 
Prf(.,) z-7 ,IY,f(l - .) and ZJ(.) == ZJ(I - .). Hence, if 9; ),yl =- 9; = 
f/;le” -4 ai2el12 f az3e1, then one has aIj = a,(,-j) for j 7 I, 2, 3, and a,, -~~ 
CI.,~ . Thus, for a symmetric gi projection, the triple $ , 2z , q? (all of norm 1) 
can be represented by a matrix 
where d .:. i, and ; $ ‘1 7~ 1 determines c as a function of CI and b 
(according to Lemma I). Let z’r , r2 , L’~ E .Ypz be dual to the functionals 
s$ ) L& ) &3 <gr, = 6,j). From the symmetry of the 9, . one has l.r(.r) ~ 
L.& 1 -- .Y) and L’~(x) = P?( I - x) for 0 =< x :< I. 
Lemma A will provide the gross estimates which facilitate the proofs of 
Lemmas 2, 3, and 4. Recalling that the interpolating projection PI carried on 
(0, i, 1 I has norm 514, we now prove the following “continuity” result. 
Simple considerations of symmetry show that one can assume n . c ’ 
LEMMA A. 1’ P is N sJ’mmetrir’ gip onto .Yz with norm I- 5/4, then P is 
“ck~.sc~ to” P, in the sensc~ that, in (c), a ;3 4/5,i~‘-:c1/5,(hli;21’5,‘n,- l/IO. 
A/so,c/ ; ‘b’ ’ (.i ” 1. 
Proof. If a - (’ c:. 4/5. then consider p E -Yz satisfying p( 3) ~~ 0, /)( 1) 
I;‘(n -~ (,) and p(O) ~ I,‘((, -- a). Then 2;~ = I, Y$p = 0. Y;p mu= --I: and 
hence i P ‘1 ‘: ‘1~ ‘,% ~~~ 1 ,‘(a ~ c) .:g 5/4. This contradiction gives (I ~. (’ 1‘1~ 4/5. 
A simple calculation using Lemma I then shows that b ’ ; 215. 
We now show that : d’ I/10, i.e., 1 2 I d: ‘3- 415. If 1 2 rr’ ,< 415, 
then consider p E -4, satisfying p(O) = p(l) ~7 0 and /j(A) y= min 
(51’2, I/( 1 ~~ 2 1 d I)). But YI/;p = Ip,p mm= bp(i) while -Y&p = (I/( I .- 2 tl )) 
/,I(;). Thus ,’ P ,I -- l~ ,I> I L .:.- S/4, since 1 9;~ 1 .‘I I, i == 1. 2, 3. 
Consider now p E 9, satisfyingp(0) :=: I in, p(,i) = p( 1) = 0. Then -I/;/I 1, 
-$/I c/a, _Ce,p =- d/u. Now if (I< I/IO, then / c ‘< l/IO and since 1 b ‘-; 2,:5. 
this contradicts ~1 -@ -7 1. Thus u ;3-- l/IO; and since ! d I/ 10, we have 
.JPl p I. Recall that (’ N; hence also .Yzp I. We conclude that 
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CI 415, since otherwise 1 P I _, ,,p I , 514. But also since 8, 9, I: we 
have that u ~~ c 1 -.. I, and hence c A. 
Finally the conclusion that N ii6 (’ I Ihllows from 9, /I I 
for all p E :Y2 of norm I. 1 
LEMMA 2. I/’ inf / ,$$,,,, x:7 , I’, , . tiw Y; C’] ” (tl 0) untl 
0 -c’ b in (*). 
Pror$ Suppose & I’~ :; I l~,(.U,) I~?(*\-,) ra(s,) for some 
.x1 E [0, I] and a particular choice of the signs: and consider 
I’ :rl ~J I‘., 2. r3 f .Yp2 . Since 1’1 ~~ I’~ 1’3 is symmetrical to I‘, I’., 1.3 , 
and since we will show at the end of the proof that 1.r I’, l‘:$ is dominated 
by the L’~ I’? 1’3 case, there are only two relevant choices for p: namely, 
the symmetrical (about .!) case /J(~) l’, 1.2 I‘:( corresponding to IJ 
taking values (I, I, I) at (2: , 2’ . 2J, and the nonsymmetrical case 
i) (2) I’., 
L&.&I - 
I’:~ corresponding to JJ taking values (1. 1. I ) at (9, . 
Lemma A shows that p’rl and /Yzl have the pictorial representations 
indicated below in Fig. I. We will use this picture only for illustrative pur- 
poses. 
Since ~.~(.x) 7 l,1(l .u), one has /J(‘~(s) U,(S) r,( I x) I- L..,(X), where 
l.,(.Y) l.,( 1 .x) r(.\’ - A) and !L(.\‘) j3(.Y - y 3’ 
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for some ,)I, /3, y. The determination of x, /3, y may be accomplished by using 
the relations 5$pc2) ~~ 1, 2Lp(Z’ ~~ 1, and -$I., -- 0; the result being 
Y 2j(rr ~~~ c), /3 ~~~ 2ry, y I/( I dry) (if d “; 0), y I/( 1 -1 (4 r) d) 
(if d K. 0), where r y 2(n 1- b c)(n ~~ c)- I. Thus, 
where y is the only quantity depending on the parameter J. 
Lemma A yields the gross estimates b i < ~7 -I- c, I’ 2 c: I, and 
c/ j < l/IO. The maximum of p”‘, point :;i,: in Fig. I, is then minimized by 
taking d -: 0. i.e., Zi :m c, Z , Also, point 3 has depth 
/I”))( I) (‘Y/2) y((r;‘2) I), 
where ‘X e., 0 and 2 Y I’. Hence, this depth is minimized by taking y as small 
as possible, i.e., d ~~ 0, 
We show now that we can assume b 0. Note that JP)(~) m- -,1\!4 ) 
y( I r/8). Since y :: 1, if b (: 0, then r i ’ 2 and a simple calculation shows 
that N - (’ 1 1 + b(2c + b)/(4c + b) yielding N .. c ‘; I, and so --x 2. 
We conclude that p(“)(:) ‘. 514. 
In the case of p(l). one hasp”)(0) /I”)( I); so that 
U, p”’ I yields (a c) ,&I)( I) bp”‘( ;, = I, 6,) 
Y;p”’ I yields 
\2C//J’l’(l) -+ ( I ~ 2 i d 1) /~(l)(i) 1 (if d < 0), 
! ;[p(ys()) ,- /J(‘)( I so)] -- -~~ I (if i/ 1 0), f-1) 
(see Theorem 2.1 b). Suppose n 0; the second condition then shows that, 
in order to minimize the depth of point 0, one should take x0 Mom i (i.e., 
cl = 0). The first condition shows that, as p(l)(A) is raised (letting x{, ---z f), the 
height of point <li, is not increased. Next, suppose d --: 0. Letting p 7 (a J- c) 
0 2 n !) ~ 2db, we have p(r)(l) : (I t b ~~ 2 1 J 1) p-r and p’l)( i) -= 
--(a A- C’ ~, 2d) p-r. A simple calculation shows that p(l)(l) is minimal if 
L/ ~~ 0. A further simple calculation (involving several cases) shows that 
pi -r: p(l)(l) for all rl. 
We now show that ~r J- l’? -,- l‘3 is dominated by l’, ~ I’, 1 l’3. In this 
case we obtain relations identical to (*J and (cJ except that in (++) j-l’s 
replace - l’s on the right-hand sides of the equalities. Using -YZ = prlZ . we 
have that p(“)(l) = (1 ~~ b)/(a L c) and p’“‘(i) I. But p(“)(l) ~ 
( I ~ b)J’(o A- c) K (I !- b)](o 7 c) =- p”‘(l). 1 
h’otc. An analysis of the whole situation in the gip quadratic case reveals 
that the essential factor for determining the minimal projection is a 
Chebyshev-type balancing between points I:Q (interior maximum) and iJ 
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(endpoint maximum) in Fig. I ; and. in fact, points + and ,-I in the same 
figure are not critical. 
DEFINITION. If P can be written P -~ xi’ ,, Y< Y,, I’, . where all Y’, are 
positive functionals and disjoint, then P will be called a po.sitiw/~. wpresrn- 
tahlr gi prqjrction. 
LEMMA 3. The interpolating prqjrction c7t 0, !,, 1 is the mir7imul prqjection 
among all positirel!, rc~prrsentable s~~mmetric gi prqjections or7to the quudratic.s. 
Proqf. The proof of Lemma 2 shows that the statement of Lemma 2 
also holds if the infimum is taken over merely the positively representable 
symmetric gi prqiections. Thus, one need consider only the situation. 
where 0 \. h ._ I and z j’ 0, A. 
Consider then the case where p takes the values I, I. I at YI , .5$, .YLS 
As in Lemma 2, the conditions Yip I, 9L~ 1, ?!&I, I may be used 
to determine explicitly p in terms of h and :. The interior maximum may 
then be computed to be 
max I :(r!.?), where 
I (h/4) (I ’ N- \ ; 1”. 
s (1 A)(= A, (h/2). 
Differentiating I 4r/? with respect to z yields 
d max/d: - ; (h( I X) :/,s:~), 
which is positive since s -~ -~[A(;) (I A)(; z)] < 0. Hence, even the 
interior extremum decreases to 5i4 as z --+ 0. 1 
LEMMA 4. ?%r inttvpolating projcc’tio,7 at 0, A, i is the n7inimal prqjcctior7 
among all .symmrtric gi prqjections l\hcre A”, is signed ar7d -@I has the ,forn7 
he,, -~ pe, ” -~ (1 h ~ p) c, . with 0 j- A. p. I X p and 2A p i 1 
(indepcndcnw of 2, . &> , 2d). 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 shows that the statement of Lemma 2 
also holds if the infimum is taken over all symmetric gi projections having 
YI as described. Thus, one need consider only the situation 
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4s in Lemtna 3, it will suffice to consider the case where p takes the values 
1. I. 1 at .Y{ , P?? , ,ie, . Using these conditions, p may be computed as 
If/L i, p is linear with / p Ta achieved at either 0 or 1. But, in this case, 
p(0) _ 1 -- (r/2), p(l) -- I J- (u/2): 
which gives 
If}L i. the extreme values of p are given by 
A close analysis of these extrema shoms that ‘I/> ~ , 514. 1 
iVllrn~~~i~a/procr~/~llrrr I. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 provide that the i&mum 
of the norms of all symmetric gi projections onto the quadratics may be 
obtained as follows. Invert the matrix 
i ‘a 0 h I 0, C‘ I 415 0 :.. .’ a h . . ;[I 1 -- 3a -- (I i 100 ~ 7a’)l/‘] (. -) 
‘C /7 a c =~ n Jo 15 -- 2ah(4rr -: h) 1 - 1 
to obtain 
(Lemmas I, 2, 3, 4 guarantee that the restrictions in (*i;) are admissible.) The 
columns of this last matrix provide the values of 13, at 0, i, I, i.e., 
r,((i ~~ I) ‘2) I’,, . i I, 2, 3 and,i 7 I. 2, 3. 
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then 
:3 
.z’(u. I?) 2 “, max I’, ~‘ /‘., i‘:, , . 
1 I 
~lroicr~s 
inf P$.‘A,,,, ‘, i;li ~Y(u, 6). 
This last intimum was determined by means of a t\lo-parameter (cl .tnd h) 
search technique on a Hewlett--Packard 9830A programmable calculator. 
For the results, see Theorem I below. 
Numcricol p~ocelluvc~ II. Theorems 2. I and 2.3 provide that the inlimum 
of the norms of all symmetric gi projections onto the quadratic< may be 
obtained as follows. For 0 X I and 0 c ;. consider the functionals 
Y, = ,I<,~ ( I A)e,. 1 .Y! 0, 2 5 .!P 8 ‘(1 \’ (I ,\!C’,, 
(Lemmas I. 2, 3, 4 guarantee that the indicated restrictions on I, . -11, . Y,i 
are admissible.) If 
,'(A. 1) Illax /I , I , 
Y’,p I ,f;yj(e, P y; i) 
then 
infm P$\:,rn, Ai.! N(A. ;). 
Again, a two-parameter search technique was used to obtain the results in 
the following theorem. 
-rtlL-OREM I. 111 the cpuxlmtic~ CN.~. 
inf P$‘:,,,,,. I .24839. 
The ,_ infimum is uniquely (see the following note) achieved 1.01 
124 o, 
Notr. Uniqueness is obtained in the following sense. For each lixcd :. a 
convex function of h is being minimized. The resulting function of the single 
variable z shows, to the accuracy of the computation, a unique minimum. 
Rcv??NI%. While the above numerical procedure:, were of equal tiilhculty. 
the situation would appear to be different for II 2. Procedure I required the 
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calculation of the norm (on .YJ of each functional Y’, Even in the cubic case 
this calculation appears difficult, and would seem to indicate that Procedure II 
is preferable. 
R(wxI~X, The restriction of considering only symmetric gi projections has 
some basis in numerical experiments. Numerous random searches were 
conducted without using the assumption of symmetry; the result being, in 
each case. an indication that symmetry yielded lower norms. At this time, the 
authors have been unable to establish. in a rigorous way, that symmetry 
must !lold amongst a subset of the minimal gi projections (as is the case fat 
the set of minimal prqjections: see [I]). 
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